[Magnetic resonance imaging and dentistry].
At the present time, the research in and the utilization of magnetic resonance imaging in odontostomatology remains limited. It appeared interesting to access the advances made in this technic and to attempt an evaluation of the longrange perspectives of MRI in this field. In order to more clearly understand the images produced by this technic, the principles of nuclear magnetic resonance are summarized, followed by an account of the principle applications with respect to the buccal cavity and the temporo-mandibular joints. Studies showing the influence of different alloys used in dentistry on the quality of the nuclear magnetic images remain for the moment, rather limited. MRI of the oropharyneal area permits a glimpse of interesting perspectives such as the detection of tumorous lesions or the visualization of meniscus of the TMJ. Nevertheless, three factors constitute considerable obstacles in the broad utilization of MRI in the field of odontostomatology: the time lapse of image production, the relatively limited special resolution and finally the prohibitive cost of examinations.